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Who am I

 Zhouhan Chen

● PhD in Data Science @ New York University 

● Cybersecurity researcher

● Founder @ Safe Link Network (https://safelink.network)

● Built Information Tracer (https://informationtracer.com)

● Built Malware Discoverer (https://malwarediscoverer.com)

https://safelink.network
https://informationtracer.com
https://malwarediscoverer.com


Information Tracer provides automated data collection pipeline 

Lorem 3Lorem 1 Lorem 2User input keywords Collect posts Generate intelligence Share results 



To discover new scam narratives, we 

- Search for suspicious keywords 
- Look at most popular posts from each platform
- Look at sharing network to identify coordinated groups
- Look at co-occurred URLs and check their reputations



We present three case studies based on three queries:

- “free gift card”
- “free livestream”
- “free crypto”

(data collected in January 2023)



YouTube is the top platform sharing suspicious “free gift 
card” narrative



YouTube is the top platform sharing suspicious “free gift 
card” narrative

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hdysmTGGlXI


Users are told to download apps, complete tasks, and earn 
gift cards



In reality, many users were just sharing personal data



We present three case studies based on three queries:

- “free gift card”
- “free livestream”
- “free crypto”



Based on the sharing 
network, Facebook also 
has the most 
coordinated accounts

Top hashtags:
horse racing, horse betting, …

https://informationtracer.com/?result=3009d37c5d354a061d95f72cdb06597ae1b24f352ae0b9b8a34fe338039e4802
https://informationtracer.com/?result=3009d37c5d354a061d95f72cdb06597ae1b24f352ae0b9b8a34fe338039e4802


Those accounts likely 
operate in South East 
Asia 

Keywords in usernames:
Malaysia, Singapore, …



Their posts contain 
external links to 
Whatsapp, Telegram



We present three case studies based on three queries:

- “free gift card”
- “free livestream”
- “free crypto”



https://informationtracer.com/
?result=bdaf69870d5607efc0
a8650f343e68910330cae7f8
d1cd14effdefdc4edf22c8

Facebook, YouTube both have multiple “free crypto” scams

https://informationtracer.com/?result=bdaf69870d5607efc0a8650f343e68910330cae7f8d1cd14effdefdc4edf22c8
https://informationtracer.com/?result=bdaf69870d5607efc0a8650f343e68910330cae7f8d1cd14effdefdc4edf22c8
https://informationtracer.com/?result=bdaf69870d5607efc0a8650f343e68910330cae7f8d1cd14effdefdc4edf22c8
https://informationtracer.com/?result=bdaf69870d5607efc0a8650f343e68910330cae7f8d1cd14effdefdc4edf22c8
https://informationtracer.com/?result=bdaf69870d5607efc0a8650f343e68910330cae7f8d1cd14effdefdc4edf22c8


We extract all URLs from “free crypto” posts, sort them by 
occurrence, and investigate top-shared URLs



We extract all URLs from “free crypto” posts, sort them by 
occurrence, and investigate top-shared URLs



Scam narrative: download mobile app to mine crypto and 
make money



Those apps do not work



There is no crypto at all



Some URLs (from telegra[.]ph) are already blocked by Safari 



Some URLs (also from telegra[.]ph) are not blocked
(we discovered those malicious links earlier than browser)



To get malicious payloads, we need to follow more redirection 



Final note: is there an easy way to visualize all those URLs, 
instead of copy-and-paste?



Researchers can use Malware Discoverer to automatically 
capture screenshots of many URLs, saving some time…

Visualization of “free crypto” related URLs from 
social media
https://malwarediscoverer.com/daily_intelligence/
2023-01-23/report_2023-01-23__2023-01-23__6
6a835b85dbb6270212715de900559fb9accd053
30b00d82621d9d546e3a38dd.html

https://malwarediscoverer.com
https://malwarediscoverer.com/daily_intelligence/2023-01-23/report_2023-01-23__2023-01-23__66a835b85dbb6270212715de900559fb9accd05330b00d82621d9d546e3a38dd.html
https://malwarediscoverer.com/daily_intelligence/2023-01-23/report_2023-01-23__2023-01-23__66a835b85dbb6270212715de900559fb9accd05330b00d82621d9d546e3a38dd.html
https://malwarediscoverer.com/daily_intelligence/2023-01-23/report_2023-01-23__2023-01-23__66a835b85dbb6270212715de900559fb9accd05330b00d82621d9d546e3a38dd.html
https://malwarediscoverer.com/daily_intelligence/2023-01-23/report_2023-01-23__2023-01-23__66a835b85dbb6270212715de900559fb9accd05330b00d82621d9d546e3a38dd.html


- Are those narratives same across channels?

- What else do you want to search?

- Remediation: what do we do when we find malicious 

URLs/users?

Discussion



Thanks for listening!

https://informationtracer.com

Email: zhouhan.chen@nyu.edu

https://informationtracer.com
mailto:zhouhan.chen@nyu.edu

